
 Presentation

The Tulip Evolution litter bin is a long-standing French favourite litter bin in parks and on avenues. The design of vegetal inspiration grants it 

a very stylish, modern appearance making it equally ideal in densely built areas.

Several options and functions are available on Tulip Evolution litter bins, which are suitable for all collection methods – with the

liner or bag holder options and their 110 litre large volume version – and they can also collect cigarette butts via a cigarette stubber or

an ashtray on the top. 

This model with a sloping lid prevents dumping and features a wide opening to dispose of bulky litter like fast-food bags or pizza boxes. 

With their vegetal and airy style and their wide opening, Tulip Evolution litter bins are a truly timeless classic.

 Description

Litter bin with liner: stainless steel liner.

Or : Litter bin with plastic bag holder made of steel. 

The lid is made of 4 mm-thick steel. It is supported by a stainless steel shaft mounted on hinges. 

The bin body is made of 16 x 4mm-steel stripes, a 5 mm thick base and of 5 mm thick inner reinforcements.

The steel components are zinc-coated then treated with our Powder Blast process (after cleaning and shot-blasting, the parts are 

coated with an initial layer of epoxy powder and a second layer of polyester powder) to provide rust-proofing and to increase its 

lifespan.

3 sealing points (Ø 14 mm).

Delivered assembled.
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IMAGE SHOWN: 

TULIPE EVOLUTION

REF : 20 0610N 

50-liter litter bin
Ref: 20 0611N xxxx
Weight* with liner: 37 kg

70-liter litter bin
Ref. (bag holder) 20 0610N xxxx
Weight* with bag holder: 34 kg

86-liter litter bin
Ref. (with liner) 20 0613N xxxx
Weight* with liner: 47 kg

110-liter litter bin
Ref. (with bag holder) 20 0612N xxxx
Weight* with bag holder: 44 kg

 Colours
Colour of the model 
shown: Ral 7016

Anthracite grey

Colours to be selected within the RAL tints, sablé or
other coatings of the AkzoNobel Futura range.

The lid and body can be painted in different colours. 

*Weight of models with simple lid (without features).

V201025

 Dimensions

2 x 70 liter litter bin
Ref. (with liner) 20 0615N xxxx 
Weight* with liner: 68 kg

2 x 70 liter litter bin
Ref. (with bag holder) 20 0614N xxxx 
Weight* with bag holder: 63 kg
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 Finishes

 Options

Plastic bag holder
The plastic bag holder in steel is mounted on hinges. It is fitted with an articulated hoop that folds down onto 

a flat hoop to ensure the bag is held firmly in place. They are fitted with rubbers to absorb shocks when the 

lid closes.

 Features

Lock

The stainless steel lock is self-closing. A triangular key, supplied by Sineu Graff, is 

used to open it. 

Ashtray

The ashtray is made of stainless steel. Cigarette butts are automatically emptied 

into the waste bag or the liner, when the lid is opened. This system avoids 

additional handling and means workers will not come in contact with the cigarette 

butts. Ashtray capacity: 1 liter = 400 butts.

V201025

Simple Double - for sortingSimple - big volume

The liner is made of painted galvanised 

steel for longer service life and high 

resistance in public areas. 

Liner
50 liters 86 liters 70 liters 110 liters 2 x 50 liters 2 x 70 liters

Liner x x x

Plastic bag holder x x x

Cigarette snuffer plate

The cigarette snuffer plate is made of stainless steel.  It provides users 
with a surface that they can stub cigarettes out on. The surface area has 
a cigarette-smoke swirl cut by laser, so users can easily recognise it.  The 
snuffer plate is made of two 2-mm thick, superimposed, passivated stainless 
steel baseplates to ensure the painted components remain undamaged.  
The snuffer plate is directly fixed to the basket body by domed-head 
stainless steel rivets.  

Sorting

The bin lid has two wide openings to make waste disposal and sorting easier. 
Colour codes together with a “recycling” cut-out are available to identify the 
types of waste to be deposited in the bin. This model contains two stainless 
steel liners with handles or two plastic bag-holders. 



  Presentation
The litter bin from the Tulipe range has a conical shape and is made entirely of steel. Its body with openings in painted galvanised steel 
provides visibility of the bag over the entire height of the bin body, in compliance with the requirements of the Vigipirate device. 

 Description
The litter bin is made of a body with 50 mm wide and 4 mm thick flat irons, a Ø 18 mm ring at the top, a Ø 258 mm and 4 mm thick 
cylindrical base.

Bag holder version: the bag holder is made of steel, it is hinged. The lid is made of cast aluminium.

Liner version: the liner is made of painted galvanised steel. The lid is made of cast aluminium.

The lid is 6 mm thick and Ø70 mm and has a Ø180 mm opening. It is hinged. A lock with a triangular print allows opening and 
closing of the lid.

For optimum protection against rust and long-term performance, the steel elements are zinc coated first, and go through our 
powder blast process (after having being cleaned and shot-blasted, the parts are coated with a primary layer of epoxy powder, 
followed by a second layer of polyester powder).  

The body is fixed to the base with screws and inserts.

3 sealing points (Ø 12 mm).

Delivered assembled.
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Litter bin 55 litres (bag holder)
Ref. 20 0600 VIG  - Weight: 35 kg
Without lid: Ref. 20 0600 VIG SC - Weight: 31 kg

Litter bin 50 litres (liner)
Ref. 20 0600 - Weight: 34 kg

 Colours
Colours shown:

Basalt grey RAL 7012 

Colours can be selected from the 
RAL shades or other textured 
shades from the Akzo Nobel Futura 
range.

 Options

The liner is made of painted galvanised steel for 
longer service life and high resistance in public areas. 

Liner

Bag holder
The plastic bag holder in steel is mounted on hinges. It 
is fitted with an articulated hoop that folds down onto 
a flat hoop to ensure the bag is held firmly in place. 
They are fitted with rubbers to absorb shocks when 
the lid closes.

 Dimensions
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TULIPE CLASSIC BAG HOLDER-
WITHOUT LID

Ref. 20 0600 VIG SC

Capacity 55 litres

TULIPE CLASSIC 

BAG HOLDER

Ref. 20 0600 VIG

Capacity 55 litres

TULIPE CLASSIC 

LINER

Ref. 20 0600  
Capacity 50 litres




